Corporate Executive Protection Course 2013
CEP-001

Course Topics Include:
• Roles and Responsibilities of the EP Agent, EP Advance Agent, & EP Driver
• The Operational Advance
• Securing the Principal
• Low Profile EP Methodologies
• Best Practices
• Data Protection
• And Much More

Developed By
AS Solution
Global Training Academy
Corporate Executive Protection Course (CEP-001)

The Objective
To effectively and efficiently identify threats, assess risks and counter vulnerabilities related to the Principal whilst understanding the intricacies of the corporate environment.

The Course
This 12-day course is the first course in our unique 54-day Executive Protection Specialist program. This class is taught by Israeli specialists with international operational and instructional experience and takes place in the United States. This is primarily a soft skills course and combines classroom and field exercises spanning a myriad of scenario’s teaching and testing SOP’s for both routine and emergency. All material is covered in a structured and realistic manner, and is designed to allow participants to gain the greatest amount of information that will be of immediate use to them in their working environment.

Course Subjects
The following subjects are covered, but not limited to:
- Threat, Risk, Vulnerability Assessment (Basic - EP specific)
- Roles and Responsibilities of the EP agent
- Roles and Responsibilities of the EP advance agent
- Roles and Responsibilities of the EP driver
- Creating files and operational orders/SOP’s (Basic)
- The assignment file
- The Principal file
- Facility/venue files
- Routine procedures
- Actions and reactions to suspected threats
- Actions and reactions to confirmed threats
- The operational advance
- Securing the Principal at home/work/regular locations
- Securing the Principal at ad-hoc locations
- Securing the Principal at public events
- Securing the Principal whilst travelling by
  - Car
  - Aircraft
  - Other
- Securing the Principal whilst walking
- Securing the Principal at the hotel
- Introduction to Surveillance Detection
- Importance and methods of maintaining a low profile
- Low profile EP methodologies
- Best practices from around the world
- Data protection
- Do’s and don’ts
- Etiquette
- Dress codes
- Required and recommended equipment
- Understanding combat fitness

Who Should Attend
This Course is specifically designed for professionals working in or aiming to work as Executive Protection agents in a corporate environment. Attendees should be fit and in addition to a written and practical test, will be required to pass a fitness test in order to graduate successfully.

Course Times & Locations
11—22 November, 2013, Bellevue, WA, USA
09—20 December, 2013, Atlanta, GA

Course Cost
$3300 per person
Discounts are available for early bird registration, groups of 3 or more, as well as for official entities and disabled veterans.

Course Benefits
Participants will:
- Learn how to identify a threat to them and their principal at the earliest stage, assess the risk and mitigate it
- Learn from instructors with international corporate EP experience
- Learn from instructors with international instruction experience
- Learn best practices from around the globe
- Learn how to operate as an EP agent of the highest calibre
- Learn what actions to take should an incident be imminent or occur
- Network with like minded professionals
About the AS Solution Global Training Division

IVOR TERRET - DIRECTOR OF TRAINING AND PRIMARY COURSE INSTRUCTOR

Ivor Terret, Director of the AS Solution Global Training Division, is currently based in Israel, where he was a founding member, team leader and instructor of a government Surveillance Detection and Covert Security Unit specializing in all areas of Surveillance Detection and Covert Protection, including projects involving Heads of State and Critical Infrastructure. Prior to joining the unit, Ivor designed and implemented security master plans for covert counter terror units and high-risk facilities and has consulted on a myriad of projects including business parks, high risk facilities and factories. Ivor has conducted C-TPAT audits for large supply chain factories in Israel and abroad and brings over 19 years of international counter terror experience at both the official and private sector levels. In addition to consulting and operations, Ivor has instructed hundreds of students including high-risk facility security teams, government covert VIP units, government Surveillance Detection units, specialized law enforcement and counter terror units as well as corporate EP and SD units. Ivor is an authorized counter terror instructor meeting the standards for counter terror security procedures as set forth by the Israeli Police Force.

Previous Clients Include

- US State Police and Federal Air Marshals
- Select members of SWAT unit (Europe)
- High Risk facilities (Africa)
- Factories (Israel and Europe)
- EL Al Airlines Security (Israel)
- Port security officers (Israel)
- Luxury hotels (on world top 10 list) security staff (UK)
- Specialized units of an official counter terror bureau (Europe)
- PSD team members
- Coalition Embassy quick reaction force (QRF) members (Afghanistan)
- Government dignitary protection units (Europe)
- Security officers for critical infrastructure (Israel)
- Security Directors of International Airports (Europe)
- Official security and counter terror entities (Singapore)
- Specialized security operations at the 2010 FIFA World Cup Soccer (South Africa)
- Specialized security consultation to some of the world’s largest multi-national corporations
- US official specialized security details

Contact us TODAY to secure your place!
training@assolution.com